TELLUS-1

"Productivity brings happiness, busyness brings stress."

A Portable Monitor providing you a dual-screen setup, boosting your productivity everywhere you work.
Tellus-1

- Display: 13.3-inch Full HD 1080p Resolution
- 3 Folding Options
  - Fold Left
  - Fold Up
  - Fold Right
- Magnetically Mounted Behind Laptops
- Wireless Bluetooth Connection
- USB-C Charging
- Automatically Turn On/Off with Folding
The Tellus-I comes with no buttons, but is instead equipped with a smart power-saving system that automatically turns on the screen and connects to the device as soon as it loses its magnetic connection behind the laptop resulting from the unfolding movement of the screen. To turn off the monitor, simply fold the screen back to reestablish a magnetic connection with the back of the laptop.

The device is extremely power-efficient with its battery life lasting up to 3 days. Additionally, the Tellus-I supports USB-C fast charging that allows the device to fully recharge in just 1 hour.

Due to its wireless setup and 360-degree support hinges, the Tellus-I allows users to rotate the screen in 360-degrees to support any angle for a flexible and ergonomic experience.
A recent 12-year long study reports a 42% increase in productivity when users worked with two monitors instead of one. Monitors, however, can only be set up in stationary work settings. Introducing The Tellus I, a portable monitor screen. The Tellus I features a high-resolution screen nested in a slim foldable design, attached magnetically to the back of modern laptops. The Tellus I has the ability to fold left, right, or up, creating a personal dual-screen display for our laptop at any angle. Without the need for any wire, the Tellus I establishes an initial connection to our laptop through bluetooth, then switches to utilize point-to-point Wi-Fi for display data transfer.
Every student, employee, and entrepreneur wants to be as productive as possible. Not only does productivity allow you to accomplish more with less of your time, it also improves your work performance and gives you more time to relax. The benefits of being productive transcend efficiency itself. A productive day boosts your level of happiness, gives you a sense of purpose and direction, and fosters growth. The Tellus-I holds great potential to encourage greater productivity, leading to better mental health, growth, and overall flourishing.